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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the research effort of phase 1 of the Syntactic Visual Image Generation program. Boeing has investigated several methods of implementing a pipelined multiprocessor/multimemory image generation system. Also, Boeing has assessed architectures for a fractal-object processor and has developed high level simulations to predict performance and architecture feasibility. Additionally, cost/performance analysis and possible VLSI implementation of the various architectures have been assessed.
SUMMARY

Computer graphics or computer image generation (CIG) systems employ various hidden surface elimination algorithms. Current real time CIG systems primarily use list priority schemes to eliminate hidden surfaces, while several non-real time computer graphics systems use the depth buffer (alias z buffer) approach. Current real time CIG systems process primarily planar polygons and produce simplistic, cartoonish scenes. However, recent research efforts in industry and academia have focused on processing data types other than polygons, including procedurally generated objects or textures (e.g. fractals). Complex scenes (sometimes almost realistic appearing) are being produced with non-real time systems using the depth buffer approach and using arbitrary data types (curved surfaces, textures etc.). Current real time CIG systems are used primarily for flight simulation visual systems. However, future potential applications of CIG technology include: missile retargeting, battle field management display systems, airborne navigation and display aids, and advanced CAD.

The questions are: (1) Is it feasible to develop a real time, depth buffer oriented CIG system capable of processing arbitrary data types (including fractals) to generate far more complex scenes than those produced by current real time systems?; and (2) if so, is there an architecture which permits a modular, scalable design and development of an upwardly compatible family of real time CIG systems for the various future applications?

The objective of phase I (feasibility study) of the Syntactic Visual Image Generation program was to investigate the technical issues related to the above questions and to provide a plan (if judged potentially feasible) for developing an architecture research system which would demonstrate the feasibility of a real time depth buffer system and also provide the technical background for developing such a system.
At the beginning of the program Boeing established the following criteria for a real time, depth-buffer oriented CIG system architecture.

(1) Architecture maximizes the effective throughput of system processors.

(2) Architecture permits processing of arbitrary data types (including fractals).

(3) Architecture is modular and scalable to different requirements of eventual CIG family members.

(4) Architecture is suitable for VLSI implementation.

Boeing surveyed the literature pertaining to multiprocessing architectures in general, as well as computer graphics oriented multiprocessing systems. Crossbar switch based, common bus oriented and hybrid architectures were evaluated with respect to the above criteria. Broadcast, splitter tree and hybrid methods of distributing the computer graphics processing (Fuchs, Clark, Parke) were examined. In addition, Boeing formulated alternative architecture concepts, evaluated them with respect to the criteria, and simulated in software alternative distribution strategies. Boeing also addressed specific CIG issues including full color systems, depth precision and accuracy, and anti-aliasing.

Based on the analysis, evaluations and simulations, Boeing has concluded that the depth buffer approach appears feasible for real time CIG systems. Moreover, Boeing has identified an architecture (distribution tree) which meets the above throughput and scalability criteria and will offer the potential for greater scene detail than existing real time CIG systems through the use of a variety of data type processors, including
procedurally generated, fractal textures. Process distribution schemes were identified which will balance the processing load in a nearly uniform fashion and will therefore minimize queue lengths within the distribution tree. Boeing's investigation concerning depth precision led to abandoning the use of z (in an x,y,z screen coordinate system) as depth and adopting the use of a floating point format of 1/z as depth.

Boeing decided that a full color architecture research system should be developed during phase II. This research system will be capable of generating complex scenes consisting of 50,000 - 200,000 faces in near real time; will be capable of supporting a variety of data types, including fractal textures; and will demonstrate the distribution tree architecture and its scalability and throughput enhancement features.

Boeing is convinced that the development of such an architecture research system during phase II will provide the necessary background to develop a family of real time depth buffer oriented CIG systems for a variety of military applications having vastly different throughput requirements.
Phase I - Feasibility Study Objectives

The objectives of the feasibility study were governed by the long-term objective of developing a family of real time CIG systems. The performance requirements of the family could range from a 5Hz, 256 x 256 display, monochrome system on the low end to a 30Hz, 1024 x 1024 display, full color system on the high end, with each system permitting a depth complexity of 4. In addition, the family would be upwardly compatible, scalable and modular in design, and would permit arbitrary object data types and processors (e.g. planar polygon, textures, and curved surfaces) to be interfaced into the system as required. The high end system could generate and display a 1024 x 1024 pixels scene. However, reducing the sampling effects (jagged edges etc....) would require that a 2048 x 2048 pixels scene be computed. This scene would then be anti-aliased or filtered down to 1024 x 1024 pixels. For a 30Hz frame update rate and depth complexity of 4, a total of 2048 x 2048 x 4 x 30 = 480 million tiles would be output from the tilers every second (2 nano seconds/tile). Consequently, a multiprocessor/multimemory module architecture is required where the number of tilers (processors) and memory modules is dependent upon the absolute and relative speeds of each.

Architecture Research Effort

The primary effort of the Phase I feasibility study focused on identifying a multiprocessor/multimemory module architecture which met the four major criteria mentioned above. Associated with this type of design are the inefficiencies generated by processor overhead and memory contention. Anastas and Vaughan (8) have researched the general multiprocessor/multimemory module contention problem extensively. The following graphs (figures 1 and 2) were constructed using data from a computer program created by Vaughan and Anastas. The model they selected is the binomial approximation of Strecker (13) which was also analyzed and found to work well in all cases by Baskett and Smith (14). Figure 1 reflects the
Figure 1  Memory Contention Issue
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Figure 2
effective throughput of processors for different numbers of memory modules where processor speeds are equal to memory speeds. For example, if 16 processors are contending to gain access to 16 memory modules (processor speeds equal memory speeds) and each processor attempts to access each memory module with equal probability (uniform distribution), then the effective throughput is that of about only 10 processors. The effective throughput increases as more memory modules are added.

Figure 2 shows the effective throughput of processors for varying numbers of memory modules when the memory speeds are twice that of processors. It is important to note that these curves represent throughputs of processors when the likelihood of any processor accessing any memory module on a given request is assumed to be equal. Boeing investigated ways to ensure that near uniform distributions of memory module accesses would be maintained for a CIG system; this research will be explained later.

In addition to identifying throughput relationships and their dependence on the relative speeds and numbers of processors vs. memory modules, Boeing considered alternative approaches for connecting the processors (tilers) to the depth/frame buffer memory modules. Alternatives explored include using very fast common busses like that in Figure 3; crossbar switch architecture like that represented in Figure 4; and tree architectures like those in Figure 7.

Common Bus Architecture

Common busses are attractive interconnective networks because of their relatively simple implementations. Common bus systems permit one transmitter at a time to send data, which can be read by any receiver on the bus. Commercially available busses are not fast enough to support the higher end product of the CIG family, which require a bus capable of transmitting tiles at a 500 mhz rate. For CIG applications, the bus
Figure 3  Time Shared BUS Architecture

Figure 4  Crossbar Switch Architecture
receivers must be capable of receiving a string of tiles at this rate while simultaneously writing the data to memory. Both receivers and busses which can operate at these speeds are still in the experimental stage, and even if they were available they would not be scalable to arbitrary system requirements (acceptance criterion 3). Therefore, even though the common bus architecture may be quite acceptable for small scale CIG systems, it was not selected as appropriate for the CIG architecture research system.

Cross Bar Switch Architecture

Cross bar switch architectures as depicted in figure 4 consist of a switch matrix which permits any transmitter access to any receiver in the system (see Enslow (9)). Transmitters (processors) may send data to receivers (e.g. memory modules) simultaneously through the crossbar assuming that no contention for the receivers occurs. The physical size and arbitration control complexity of the crossbar switch increases quadratically as the number of processors and memory modules increases. A practical upper limit on the size and complexity of the crossbar switch exists (e.g. 32 processors X 64 memories is extremely complex), and therefore, is not a scalable architecture. Hence this architecture was concluded as inappropriate for the architecture research system. It however, may be feasible for use in a small scale CIG system.

Other Graphics Oriented Architectures

Parke (10) discusses the general broadcast approach, the splitter tree approach, and a hybrid approach to distributing the processing load for computer graphics Z-buffer systems. The architectures discussed in his paper all have the property that processors (tilers) can gain access to only part of the screen and each memory module is accessible by only 1 tiler. This eliminates the contention problem for accessing depth/frame buffer memory modules, but it introduces other disadvantages. Using the
broadcast scheme, only one data entity (e.g. polygon) can be processed in a given time period, since all processors work on the same polygon simultaneously. The splitter tree approach takes large polygons in screen space and by geometric splitting and clipping at each tree level creates smaller polygons which eventually go directly to memory modules. This method artificially increases the number of polygons processed in the splitter tree.

Clark (11) and Fuchs (12) have developed different implementations of a broadcast approach to polygon processing. However, both the Distributed Processing Image Memory of Clark and the "Pixel-Planes" graphic engine of Fuchs are too specialized, since they scan only polygons. Because this is performed at the frame buffer level, the flexibility of processing a variety of data types is lost; thus they cannot satisfy criterion 2 (arbitrary data types or tiler types.)

Boeing Distribution Tree

Based upon our analysis Boeing has adopted an architecture approach for connecting tilers to frame/depth buffer memory modules called a tile distribution tree which meets all four criteria - throughput, scalability, arbitrary data types and VLSI implementable. The basic cell structure, a simple connection of 2 processors and 2 memory modules (queues), can be repeated as necessary. Using this scheme, each tiler outputs tiles consisting of a screen address (I,J), color (R,G,B) and a depth (D). The screen address is transformed to a memory address (M) using a tile distribution controller (scrambler). The tile is then routed through the distribution tree with binary routing decisions occurring at each level of the tree (examining a single address bit) until it reaches the appropriate depth/frame buffer memory module. The scalability of the distribution tree is depicted in figures 5, 6, and 7. Figure 6 and 7 represent a 4 tiler/8 memory module system and a 16 tiler/32 memory module system respectively.
Figure 5 Tile Distribution Tree
Building Block
Figure 6  
Tile Distribution Tree (512 x 512)  
4 Tilers - 8 Memory Modules
Figure 7: Tile Distribution Tree (1K x 1k)
16 Tilers - 32 Memory Modules
As mentioned before, Vaughan and Anastas and others have assumed that processors access resources in a random fashion. In order to insure a near uniform distribution of memory module accessing, it is important to perform some form of pixel scrambling. Not only is it desirable to have a uniform distribution of total accesses to each memory module, but it is important to maintain the uniform distribution throughout the generation of each scene (at any point in time). If this is done, then queue sizes can be manageable.

Boeing has simulated the tiling operation on actual frame data to observe pixel to memory dispersions. These experiments performed with different scrambling algorithms have provided insight into a near optimal distribution scheme on depth/frame buffer memory accessing. More detailed simulations will be performed in Phase II to determine queue length requirements at each level of the distribution tree. Figure 8 represents one candidate pattern for a system with 8 memory modules where each number indicates the memory module to which that screen pixel belongs.

The use of this distribution tree architecture allows multiple tilers to operate on different data types in parallel. It also permits each tiler access to the entire screen, so no intra-screen geometric clipping is necessary as is the case with the splitter tree approach discussed by Parke (10). Moreover, a relatively high effective throughput can be attained if appropriate scrambling is performed and an appropriate relationship is maintained with the relative speeds and numbers of the tilers and depth/frame buffer memory modules. Consequently, this interconnection architecture satisfies the 4 criteria: flexibility of arbitrary tiler types, scalability to different requirements, high effective throughput of tilers, and VLSI implementable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8  Candidate Pixel/Memory Module Distribution -8 Memory Modules
Depth Precision Research

Since Phase I of the Syntactic Visual Image Generation Program involved determining the feasibility of using the depth buffer approach for real-time CIG systems, Boeing investigated the technical problems associated with calculating the depth of surfaces and comparing the depths of surfaces to eliminate occluded surfaces from the scene. Most of the computer graphics literature which deals with the depth buffer approach (alias z buffer) discusses the use of the z component (using x, y, z screen coordinate system) of the distance from the viewpoint location to a point (vertex) as the depth value of the point. However, substantial error is introduced if one elects to use a linear interpolation scheme to compute the depths of tiles in the interior of a polygon (e.g., triangle) given the depth (z values) of the vertices of the polygon.

Since linear interpolation of z produces too much error and introduces hidden surface elimination anomalies, Boeing has elected to abandon the use of z as depth. Instead, Boeing has adopted the use of 1/z as depth, since linear interpolation is exact for 1/z. In this case, the closer of two surfaces will have the larger depth value. However, complications arise with the use of 1/z as depth, since either large fixed point words are required to represent a reasonable range of depth for a CIG system or a floating point format must be adopted. For example, 24 bits of z (in meters) would permit a range of 512k meters at a precision of 1/32 meter, or in other words, 16 million units where 1/32 meter is a unit. To gain the same effective precision and range using 1/z as the depth requires about twice as many bits (48) using a fixed point data format. For this reason, Boeing has elected to use a 24 bit floating point format for representing the depth. Additional software simulation and testing of tiler algorithms and depth comparison algorithms using this floating point format will be performed early in Phase II to determine a final design specification for the tiler and memory components of the architecture research system.
Anti-Aliasing

Boeing has investigated implementation alternatives of an anti-aliasing algorithm which involves down sampling and filtering the computer (oversampled) scene (15). Emphasis was placed on identifying methods where successful unscrambling of the red, green and blue frame buffers of the high end real time CIG system (2048 x 2048 pixels) along with filtering could be performed. A conceptual design has been identified which will perform the anti-aliasing process for a full scale, full color, real time CIG system. More detailed hardware design will occur in Phase II.

Full Color System

Boeing investigated the impacts of developing a full color architecture research system (24 bit frame buffer) instead of the proposed 8 bit frame buffer system which would use a color lookup table and allow up to 256 colors to be displayed. Boeing concluded that the full color system would be developed, since the eventual high end CIG system would require full color. Database structures and fading, lighting effects, and shading algorithms developed for the architecture research system would then apply to the eventual high end CIG system.

The most cost effective approach to developing a full color architecture research system would be to purchase a 24 bit frame buffer (512 x 512) raster graphics system and to develop the custom tilers and frame buffer to handle one primary color (red, green, blue) at a time (serially). Three separate scenes (8 bits wide) would be generated and shipped to the 24 bit frame buffer where the primaries would be combined to generate the full color scene. Development of tilers and frame buffer memories to handle the three primaries in parallel (24 bits) would be more expensive and would not add much to the technical knowledge gained by developing the single-primary research system. For the same reason (cost effective research), Boeing has decided to develop a research system consisting of a
frame/depth buffer memory of 512 x 512 size divided into 8 memory modules. Four tilers will be developed and the tiler speeds and memory speeds will provide tiling for the 512 x 512 screen at real time rates. Since anti-aliased scenes displayed at 512 x 512 pixel resolution require that a 1024 x 1024 pixel scene be generated, 4 passes through the scene generation process for each primary color will be performed. Each pass of 4 will represent one quadrant of the displayed scene; scenes being anti-aliased in full color will require 12 passes.

Fractal Object Processor

Alternative conceptual designs for a fast fractal object processor were assessed. Methods for implementing the recursive subdivision process efficiently and for tiling the small polygons thereby produced were evaluated to determine approaches to be further researched in Phase II. Partially overlapping polygons are produced during the generation of a fractal tree, which artificially increases the depth complexity. Since the depth buffer comparisons of tiles (memory accessing) is the CIG system bottleneck, it is very important that these redundant tiles are eliminated before they are output to the tile distribution system and depth buffer. Therefore, design efforts focused on reducing the number of redundant tiles being output by the fractal object processor and a small face tiler. Boeing concluded that development of a fractal object processor is feasible for a real time CIG system and more research will be performed in this area during Phase II.

VLSI Technology

Boeing assessed the VLSI design technology to determine if this technology was mature enough to support part or all of the Phase II architecture research system development. The VLSI design facilities and capabilities at Boeing were assessed and found to be unsatisfactory for use at present in developing any major components of the architecture research system.
Adequate simulation and testing tools are practically nonexistent at this time, not only at Boeing but throughout the country. Consequently, Boeing has decided to implement only a small part of the system (e.g. backface elimination) using the VLSI tools during phase II. Boeing will monitor the progress made in VLSI design tool development and will identify components or subsystems of the CIG system which make feasible candidates for VLSI embedding during a later phase (III).

Phase II Plan

Phase II involves development of a near real time, depth buffer oriented CIG system. The objective of the Phase II program is to expand the technology base to the point where design and development of a real time CIG system capable of supporting a variety of object types and producing far more detailed scenes than current real time systems is feasible.

Research will be concentrated in three areas: (1) multiple tiler/memory module architecture research; (2) alternative object processor algorithm development; and (3) database retrieval/level of detail and regional memory management research. Special graphics oriented processors to perform the common graphics functions such as perspective projection or clipping are being developed elsewhere. Boeing will not develop these kinds of processors, but may purchase such processors and integrate them with the architecture research system. Jim Clark's Geometry Engine is an example of a processor which will be considered.

Figure 9 outlines the 2 year Phase II program, which consists of development and demonstration of a basic system in the first year and development and demonstration of the complete architecture research system in the second year. Figure 10 is the schedule of general tasks to be performed where Tilers, Depth & Frame Buffer Memories, Back Face Eliminator, Distribution Tree, and Anti-Aliasing Processor represent custom hardware development, and the other tasks are software development tasks.
Figure 9  Phase II Technical Plan Overview
Figure 10  Phase II Schedule
Boeing intends to integrate the architecture research system in a systematic fashion. Configuration building blocks are numbered on the schedule; for example, configuration 3 will consist of the general purpose computer (SEL 32/87), one tiler, one memory module and the raster graphics display unit. The image generation software and the configuration 3 hardware will be demonstrated at the end of the first year. Gradually more tilers, more memory modules, the tile distribution tree and the anti-aliasing processor will be integrated into the system.

The architecture research system to be developed in Phase II is depicted in Figure 11. The SEL 32/87 computer system will be interfaced to the raster graphics unit and will be capable of generating scenes without the help of the custom hardware. The hardware shown in figure 11 represents equipment to be purchased or developed for the Phase II project and does not include the Boeing owned video disk which will also be interfaced to the system for real-time playback and evaluation of scene sequences generated and recorded in non-real time.

The architecture research system will be a very useful tool for expanding the technical knowledge necessary for developing a family of real time depth buffer oriented CIG systems for military applications. Boeing believes that the 2-year Phase II program will demonstrate the merits of the depth buffer approach for many applications and will motivate the development of real time depth buffer oriented CIG systems.
Figure 11    Architecture Research System
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Depth Complexity: The number of times, on the average, that a computed screen subpixel is accessed for a depth compare.

Pixel: Smallest resolution element of a display screen.

Subpixel: Smallest resolution element for a computed screen where the computed screen contains an oversampled version of the scene to be eventually displayed.

Anti-aliasing: The process of down-sampling an oversampled scene and filtering the scene to minimize the undesirable sampling effects inherent in raster graphics systems (e.g. jagged edges).

Tile: A subpixel sized segment of an object entity (e.g. triangle) after that entity has been perspectively projected onto a portion of the oversampled screen. The tile data consists of a screen address (I,J), a color (Red, Green, Blue), and a depth value (D).

Tiler: A processor which computes and outputs tiles for any arbitrary data type (e.g. triangle, curved surface, texture).
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